Assalam Alaikum!

You are required to appear for the above mentioned program on **Friday, October 01, 2010** at the Center given below:

Main Auditorium, Baghdad-ul-Jadeed Campus, the Islamia University of Bahawalpur

**Note:**

- Reporting time for test is **2:30 P.M.** Attendance will start at **3:30 P.M. sharp.**
- Candidates are required to bring the Test **ROLL NO SLIP** (this letter) along with their **original National Identity Card.** Candidates failing to produce these documents **would not be allowed** to enter the examination hall.
- Candidates are also requested to bring a **Clipboard and Ball Pen** (black or blue) with them. **Mobile phones/Calculators** or any other electronic devices are not allowed.
- Please remember your Roll No and retain a photo copy for future correspondence as this slip will be collected from you at test centre.

*For any query, please contact Admissions Section, the Islamia University, Bahawalpur at 062-9250505*

---

To be filled by the Candidate:
- Name:
- Father’s Name:
- Address:

---
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